Introduction
The concept of memristor, a resistor with memory, as the fourth basic element of electric circuitry was introduced by Leon Chua 1 in 1971. During the last decade, different memristors were developed as solid state semiconductor devices, polymers and modified electrodes. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Theoretical analysis shows the existence of memristors in neural networks, voltage gated channels, synapses and in the brain. [11] [12] [13] [14] Analysis of the Hodgkin-Huxley axon model shows that voltage gated channels can be identified as a potassium ion-channel memristor and a sodium ion-channel memristor. [11] [12] [13] [14] Plants have voltage gated K C channels and it would be interesting to investigate the possible presence of memristors in plants. A memristor is a nonlinear circuit element because its current-voltage characteristic is similar to that of a Lissajous pattern. No combination of nonlinear resistors, capacitors and inductors can reproduce this Lissajous behavior of a memristor. 4, 10 The pinched hysteresis loop of memory elements, when subject to a periodic stimulus, can be self crossing (type I memristor) or not (type II memristor). 4, 10 We found that the electrostimulation of plants by bipolar periodic sinusoidal or triangle waves induces electrical responses in the Venus flytrap, Mimosa pudica and Aloe vera with fingerprints of memristors of type I or type II. 15 Memristive properties of the Venus flytrap, Aloe vera and Mimosa pudica are linked to the properties of voltage gated K C ion channels. The potassium channel blocker TEACl transform plant memristors to conventional resistors. 15 In some plants such as Arabidopsis thaliana, there are 9 Shaker channels, 5 two-pore K C (TPK) channels and a single IRK-like K C channel. All Shakerlike channels could be localized to the plasma membrane. [16] [17] [18] Electrical circuits in plants operate over large distances. Electrical signals in plants can propagate along the electroconductive plasma membrane on long distances in plasmodesmata and on short distances in conductive bundles. The recently observed response of a number of plants to external periodical signals revealed the typical fingerprints of memristors. 15 However, the mechanism of this response is unknown. To elucidate this mechanism, we propose here simple tentative analytical models of a memristor and a memristor with a capacitor connected in parallel.
There are many mathematical models of solid semiconductor memristors in literature. 4, 10, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] They can be divided in 3 groups: linear, nonlinear, and exponential models. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] Chua et al. 11, 12 and Adhikari et al. 10 found that a memristor has 3 characteristic fingerprints: "When driven by a bipolar periodic signal the device must exhibit a pinched hysteresis loop in the voltage-current plane, assuming the response is periodic; starting from some critical frequency, the hysteresis lobe area should decrease monotonically as the excitation frequency increases; the pinched hysteresis loop should shrink to a single-valued function when the frequency tends to infinity." Voltage gated ion channels in biological tissue are located in membranes, which have capacitance connected in parallel to transmembrane organized ion channels. We found that in the Venus flytrap, Mimosa pudica and Aloe vera the pinched hysteresis loop does not shrink to a single-valued function when the frequency is very high. 15 The main goal of this article is to develop analytical models of 2 types of memristors and the effects of a plant tissue capacitance on the memristive properties of plant and to compare theoretical results with our experimental data obtained by cyclic voltammetry in vivo.
Results

Theoretical
Leon Chua in his 1971 paper 1 defined an ideal memristor and recently he introduced a generic memristor defined by statedependent Ohm's law:
and State Equation:
where G(x) is called the "memductance," whose unit is Siemens, defined as the reciprocal of the "memristance" in Ohms:
The above "generic memristor" shares the same properties as the ideal memristor, with the exception that the state variable "x" is not the "charge" q as before.
Here we analyze the properties of generic memristor in a simple analytical model. If we identify
then the associated generic memristor Equations (1) and (2) assume the special form:
Therefore we analyze the voltage -controlled memristor with memductance given by
where the dynamics of the state variable R obeys the state Equation (6).
Voltage and time dependent resistor. The basic property of memristor behavior reflects the idea that its resistance is voltage and time dependent, so when external voltage changes the resistance also changes but follows the voltage with some delay. We shall investigate this idea in a simple analytical approach.
Let us consider a resistor R m , which varies with potential difference V(t) (Fig. 1) . At constant V, the resistance is constant and equal to
obtained by equating (2) to zero and solving for x D R:
to obtain the DC memristance
where we define h(V ) and R 0 such that
(normalization assumption) and R 0 is a constant (steady state or DC) resistance corresponding to voltage V D 0: It follows that the DC resistance (when V is constant) is given by Eq. (8) . When potential changes, the resistance follows these changes with a certain characteristic delay time t. This process can be described by equation
It means that resistance relaxes to the stationary value R const V ð ÞD f V ð ÞR 0 corresponding to the current value of potential V. The solution of this equation is
where A is a constant of integration. Let us consider periodically changing voltage V(t) with period T applied to this resistor. The resistance R(t) will start changing but after a number of cycles (strictly speaking at t D infinity) it will come to periodic steadystate and R(t) will cycle with the same period T. So, in a periodic steady state the solution is
If one takes t D 0, then
which gives equation for constant of integration A:
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It can be solved as
The electrical current through this resistor i m t ð Þ also changes with time in a periodical manner:
One can notice that if the resistance does not depend on voltage, meaning that h(V) D 1, then Equation (9) transforms into familiar Ohm's law:
Capacitor in parallel with memristor. In real measurements with plants we do not have pure memristors but a more complicated circuit with other basic elements. In our experiments we have the reason expect the presence of additional resistance and capacitor. So, we consider the circuit where the memristor R m is connected in parallel with capacitor C plus resistor R 2 ( Fig. 1) . This additional circuit can be described by the following equations
This new branch can be characterized by parameter of time
The main equation
can be solved to give
where B is a constant of integration. With periodic signal V t ð Þ D V 0 sinvt the equation becomes
At steady-state
Þand we obtain equation for integration constant B:
It can be solved as
Therefore voltage at the capacitor is
.24/ and current through the capacitor:
Total current is:
Now we consider a few examples how resistance can depend on voltage and find total current. Different voltage gated channels can have different voltammetric characteristics and dependencies of resistance on voltage.
Case 1: linear function Let the steady state resistance depend on voltage in a linear way ( Fig. 2A) :
where c is a certain parameter with dimension of voltage, and let voltage change harmonically:
Here V 0 is the amplitude; v is the angular frequency and periodT D 2p=v. Then from eq. (8) we can find the constant of 
Therefore the resistance changes during the cycle as
and the current through the memristor is
Now
Comparison with experimental observations suggests that t=ξ D 100: As was mentioned before, parameter tv is the normalized frequency which determines characteristic shapes of the curves in the plot of the current as a function of voltage. The most distinguished shapes were found at the following values of this parameter: the very low frequency vt D 0:3 (Fig. 3A) , low frequency vt D 1 (Fig. 3B) , medium frequency vt D 10 (Fig. 3C) , and high frequency vt D 100 (Fig. 3D) .
So at low frequency we have self crossing loop, which transforms into oval at high frequency.
Case 2: quadratic function Let the steady-state resistance depend on voltage in a quadratic way (Fig. 2b) :
where c is again a certain parameter with dimension of voltage, and let voltage changes harmonically (Equation 12). Then constant of integration A can be found as 
The current flowing through this resistance is
It is interesting to note that though the external voltage changes with frequency v, the resistance R m changes with double frequency 2v (Equation 14). The current through the memristor i m contains components with both primary v and double frequency 2 v (Equation 15 ). Now we can plot the total current as a function of voltage (Fig. 4) . For certainty we select the following value of the param- We have 2 characteristic parameters of time: t for the branch with memristor and ξ for the branch with capacitor. Comparison with experimental observations suggests that t=ξ D 100: As was mentioned before, parameter tv is the normalized frequency which determines characteristic shapes of the curves in the plot of the current as a function of voltage. The most distinguished shapes were found at the following values of this parameter: it is very low frequency vt D 0:01 (Fig. 4A) , low frequency vt D 0:1 (Fig. 4B) , medium frequency vt D 1 (Fig. 4C) , and high frequency vt D 10 ( Fig. 4D) .
At very low frequency we have a line (no loop), at low and medium frequency we have a pinched loop at the origin without crossing, and at high frequency we have an oval without pinching. This transformation occurs due to the presence of the capacitor in parallel with a memristor.
Experimental
Bipolar sinusoidal or triangle periodic waves with amplitude V FG were applied from a function generator (Fig. 5) . To measure electrical current we included in the circuit additional resistor R, so that electrical current was found as I D V R /R. Potential difference, V P , between electrodes in plants is equal to V P D V FG -V R . V P is always less than V FG because of a voltage drop on a resistor R.
Cyclic voltammetry in Figure 6 shows how electrical current depends on voltage induced by bipolar sinusoidal wave at different frequencies when platinum electrodes inserted across the pulvinus of the Mimosa pudica. At low frequencies of scanning, the plot displays a common pinched point with self-crossing between curves (Fig. 6A) . The common pinched point disappears at high frequencies 1 kHz (Fig. 6B) and memristor transforms to a resistor. For a plant tissue, the pinched hysteresis loop transforms to a non-pinched hysteresis loop instead of a single line I D V/R at high frequencies of the applied voltage because according to Equation (18) the amplitude of electrical current depends also on capacitance of a plant tissue and electrodes, frequency and direction of scanning. Fig. 6B shows the capacitance currents in cathodic and anodic lines. The loop in Fig. 6B at 1 kHz shows that there is a linear capacitor in parallel with the memristor seen at low frequencies (Fig. 6A) where the capacitor effect is negligible. If we use instead of a plant tissue any resistor, the I-V curve will become a straight line with a single-valued curve without a loop. Fig. 6 shows the curves for 4 different frequencies. They demonstrate the same variation of curves with change of frequency: at low frequency the loop appears, and the curve transforms into oval at high frequencies. Figure 7 shows the effect of TEACl on electrical current induced by bipolar sinusoidal wave when platinum electrodes inserted along the pulvinus of Mimosa pudica. The pinched hysteresis loop (Fig. 6 ) disappears and the memristive system transforms to a resistance. Frequency of sinusoidal voltage scanning was 0.001 Hz. Panel A in Figure 7 shows responses to bipolar periodic electrostimulating waves with frequency of 10 ¡3 Hz and panels B corresponds to responses to waves with frequencies of 1000 Hz.
TEACl decreases the amplitude of electrical current between electrodes in pulvinus of the Mimosa pudica. TEACl is known as a blocker of voltage gated potassium channels. Tetraethylammonium chloride, an inhibitor of voltage gated K C channels transforms a memristor to a conventional resistor in plant tissue. Our results demonstrate that a voltage gated K C channel in the excitable tissue of plants has properties of a memristor.
Cyclic voltammogram in Figure 8 shows how electrical current depends on the voltage V p between electrodes in a leaf of the Aloe vera induced by bipolar sinusoidal wave from a function generator with frequency of 0.001 Hz, when platinum electrodes are inserted along the vascular bundles in a leaf of Aloe vera. There is a self-crossing between curves and a pinched point in hysteresis loop at low frequency of sinusoidal wave in the voltage-current plane when I D 0 mA and V P D 0 V, which is a typical sign of a memristor of a first kind (Fig. 8A) . In some experiments there is a pinched point in the hysteresis loop at low frequency of sinusoidal wave in the voltage-current plane when I D 0 mA and V P D 0 V without a self-crossing between curves, which is a typical sign of a memristor of a second kind. Increasing of a sinusoidal wave frequency to 1000 Hz leads to the disappearing of a pinched point in the complete agreement with characteristics of memristors, which had a small "parasitic" capacitor connected across the memristor. This capacitance can be a function of membrane, electrodes and plant tissue capacitances. We found that 
Discussion
We presented here a very simple model of a resistor which properties depend on voltage and analyzed its reaction to periodically changing electrical voltage. This reaction strongly depends on the frequency of the applied voltage. At low frequency, the current voltage characteristic exhibits a typical pinched hysteresis curve.
The memristor driven by the sinusoidal current generates I-V pinched hysteresis loops in cyclic voltammograms. The pinched hysteresis loop is a double-valued Lissajous figure of (V(t), I(t)) for all times t, except when it passes through the origin, where the loop is pinched. It was theoretically shown that the voltage gated potassium ion channels in axons are locally-active memristors. [11] [12] [13] [14] Voltage-gated ionic channels control the plasma membrane potential and the movement of ions across membranes thereby regulating various biological functions. [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] These biological nanodevices play vital roles in signal transduction in higher plants. Propagation of action potentials in plants is documented in literature. TEACl, an inhibitor of voltage gated K C channels, transform a memristor to a resistor. 15, 30, 31 Plants have these voltage gated potassium ion channels associated with plasma membranes. 16 Our analytical model of a memristor in plants with a capacitor connected in parallel shows that at very high frequencies instead of a single-valued function of a memristor (Fig. 4C and D) there are 2 cathodic and anodic lines in voltammetric diagrams (Fig. 6A, 6B and 7B) . The pinched hysteresis loop of memory elements, when subject to a periodic stimulus, can be self crossing (type I memristor) or not (type II memristor).
Cyclic voltammograms in Figures 6 and 8 show memristive properties of the Mimosa pudica pulvinus and Aloe vera leaf. The electrophysiology of plants should include memristors as essential model building blocks in electrical networks. The memristor is an "ideal" circuit element, and in plant tissue memristors coexist with membrane capacitors.
Materials and Methods
Plants
The seeds of Mimosa pudica L. were soaked in warm water (30 C) for 48 h. They were then grown in well drained peat moss at 21 C with a 12:12 hr light:dark photoperiod. After growing for 2 weeks, the seedlings were transplanted into pots and placed inside a plant growing chamber. The plants were Figure 7 . Cyclic voltammetry along a pulvinus after injection of 0.05 mL of 10 mM TEACl in a stem above and below of the pulvinus 5 hours before electrical measurements. Frequency of sinusoidal voltage scanning was 0.001 Hz (A) or 1000 Hz (B). Position of Pt electrodes in the pulvinus of Mimosa pudica are shown.
watered every day. Two-3 month old plants were used for the experiments.
Fifty Aloe vera L plants were grown in clay pots. Aloe vera plants had 25-35 cm leaves.
Irradiance was 700-800 mmol photons m ¡2 s ¡1 . The humidity averaged 45-50%. All experiments were performed on healthy adult specimens.
Chemicals
Tetraethylammonium chloride (TEACl) was obtained from Fluka (New York, NY, USA).
Electrodes for Extracellular Measurements
Platinum electrodes were prepared from Teflon coated platinum wires (A-M Systems, Inc., Sequim, WA, USA) with diameter of 0.076 mm. In all experiments we used identical Pt electrodes as a measuring and as reference (Ref) electrodes.
Data Acquisition
All measurements were conducted in the laboratory at constant room temperature of 22 E inside a Faraday cage which was mounted on a vibration-stabilized table (Fig. 5) . High speed data acquisition of low-pass filtered signals was performed using microcomputer NI-PXI-1042Q (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA) with simultaneous multifunction I/O plug-in data acquisition board NI-PXI-6115 (National Instruments) interfaced through a NI SCB-68 shielded connector block to electrodes.
Plant Electrostimulation
The function generator FG300 (Yokagawa, Japan) was interfaced to NI-PXI-1042Q microcomputer and used for electrostimulation of plants. We selected a resistor R D 10 kv for measuring of voltage, V R , for estimation of electrical current I. 
